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Mr Justice Beatson: 
 

1. This is an appeal by way of case stated pursuant to section 11 of the 
Magistrates Court Act 1980 by Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council, the 
licensing authority, against the decision of the Sandwell Magistrates Court on 
6 May 2011 dismissing charges brought against the respondent, 
Mohammed Arif, a private hire vehicle driver.  

 
2. The issue is as follows., A private hire vehicle is booked at a specified time to 

take a person from a specified place to an identified destination. The driver is 
then approached at that place by a person of the same gender as the booked 
person soon after the specified time and asked if the driver could take her to 
the specified place. The driver does so without asking for her identity. The 
person carried was not the person who was booked. Is the driver guilty of the 
offence of plying for hire contrary to section 45 of the Town and Police 
Clauses Act 1845 and the consequential offence under section 143 of the 
Road Traffic Act 1988 of driving without insurance? The magistrates decided 
that the driver was, on the facts before them, not guilty, and dismissed the 
information laid against the respondent by the council.   

 
3. Section 45 of the Town and Police Clauses Act 1845 provides :  

 
If the proprietor... of any carriage....permits the same 
to be used as a hackney carriage plying for hire 
within the [local authority’s area) without having 
obtained a licence as aforesaid for such carriage...or 
if any person be found driving, standing, or plying 
for hire with any carriage within the [local 
authority’s area] to which such licence ...has not 
been previously obtained...every such person so 
offending shall...be liable to a penalty.” 

 
4. The condition of the respondent's license as a private hire vehicle driver states:  

“The holder of this licence shall not, whilst driving or in charge of a private 
hire car (a) stand or ply for hire or solicit on or in a road or any public place 
any person to hire or be carried for hire in any private hire car… (c) accept an 
offer for the minimum hire of any private hire,” or cause or procure others to 
do so.    

 
5. The facts in the case stated are as follows.  References are to either the 

paragraph numbers or the page numbers.  On 13 February 2010 the respondent 
was working as a taxi driver for ABC Taxis (paragraph 1(c)).  He was using 
his father in law's vehicle, which had a private hire licence plate.  It was 
insured.  He was insured for its use in connection with private hire business 
only.  After midnight on the night in question he was outside the 
Showcase Cinema in Dudley when he was approached by two of the council's 
female licensing investigators. One of them asked the respondent to take them 
to a location at Kingswinford (page 2). The respondent nodded, did not ask his 
interlocutor for her name or if she had booked the taxi and took her and her 
companion to the destination and charged the £10.00 fare.  During the journey 



he radioed his base and said "3 POB".  It was accepted that this meant car 3, 
his driver number with ABC taxis that day, and that there were passengers on 
board.   
 

6. On 16 February a licensing enforcement officer attended the offices of ABC 
Taxis and obtained the booking records for 13 February.  There was an entry 
for a booking at 12.20 am with a pick-up point of "Showcase" and a 
destination of Kingswinford.  The name of the passenger was Jenny and the 
driver number was 3.  Later that day a letter was sent by the appellant to 
ABC Taxis informing them that an allegation had been made of a private hire 
driver plying for trade.  The respondent was then interviewed by the 
enforcement officer.  This occurred on 3 March.  The respondent stated that 
the fare was pre-booked but conceded that he had not asked for the 
passengers’ details.   
 

7. The magistrates heard evidence from Kelly Mullings and Sarah McKeown, the 
two investigators who approached the vehicle that night.  
Michael Massingham, the licensing officer who visited ABC Taxis and 
interviewed the respondent, Thomas Trickett, an enforcement officer who 
provided evidence in connection with the respondent's private hire license and 
its conditions, and a respondent who gave his evidence with the assistance of 
an Urdu interpreter.   

 
8. The magistrates were referred to the decision in Nottingham City Council v 

Woodings [1994] RTR 72 QBD, Divisional Court, 22 February 1993.  After 
referring to the conditions laid down in that case for a court to be satisfied that 
a person was plying for hire, they stated in paragraph 4: 

 
"The facts that the respondent has radioed to his 
base to inform it that he had picked up his fare 
demonstrates that [plying for hire] was not the 
respondent's objective." 

 
and this evidence: 

 
"...also confirmed that the respondent was 
complying with the conditions of the private hire 
license." 

 
because:  

 
"If the respondent had been plying for hire by 
radioing his base to confirm passengers were on 
board he would be alerting his employers to the fact 
that he was committing the offence." 

 
The case stated continued:  

 



"This action simply confirmed the respondent's 
intention to confirm the conveyance of the 
passengers in accordance with the pre-booking." 

 
9.  As to the respondent's failure to ascertain the passengers’ details, the 

case stated noted that the relevant part of the license did not require this 
and that:  

 
"The respondent was acting within the conditions of 
that licence as the fare had been communicated by 
radio or telephone." 

 
It is also stated that: 

 
"The fact that he had assumed that these were his 
passengers does not make him guilty of the 
offence." 

 
10. In concluding that the respondent was not plying for hire the magistrates also 

took into account (paragraph 6) the booking records of ABC Taxis, evidence 
they heard that there were no other persons present at the scene and no 
evidence to indicate that the respondent expressly indicated that his vehicle 
was "free".  They stated that it was their opinion that:  

 
"...given the circumstances in which Mohammed 
Arif was approached by Sarah McKeown and Karen 
Mullings it was reasonable for him to assume that 
this was the fare that had been booked.  It would be 
unreasonable to expect Mohammed Arif to have 
made further inquiry of the identity of the fares 
given that their request matched the booking 
he...was required [sic] to collect only five minutes 
earlier." 

 
11. The question for the opinion of this court is:  

 
"As a matter of law, were the magistrates right to 
come to the conclusion that the respondent was not 
plying for hire given the evidence that they heard 
and the principles set out in the case of Nottingham 
City Council v Woodings [1994] RTR 72?"  

 
12. Mr Mills presented the case of the appellant council succinctly and clearly. He 

submitted that decision of the magistrates was wrong on two grounds.  The 
first was, and I quote from his written submissions which he elaborated orally 
and in part in answer to questions: 

 
"Their decision could only have been arrived at on 
the basis that they concluded that the respondent had 



made a mistake of fact as to who he was picking up.  
‘Mistake’ is not a defence to this offence.”  

 
The second ground is that:  

“On the facts of the case the conclusion that it would 
have been unreasonable to expect Mohammed Arif 
to have made further inquiry of the identity of the 
fare, was one which no reasonable magistrates’ court 
would have arrived at.  That conclusion underpinned 
their ultimate decision." 

 
13. Mr Mills submitted that it is trite law that section 45 is a strict liability offence.  

He relied on the absence of any reference to mens rea in section 45 by contrast 
with other offences under the Act such as that in section 35, which uses the 
word "knowingly". He relied on a number of decisions, in particular Cogley v 
Sherwood [1959] 2 QB 311 and Nottingham City Council v Woodings.   

 
14. He also relied on Sweet v Parsley [1970] AC 132 for the proposition that the 

strong presumption that mens rea is an essential ingredient of every offence 
does not apply to acts which are not criminal in any real sense but are acts 
prohibited under a penalty in the public interest sometimes termed 
“regulatory” offences and on the more recent decision of the Court of Appeal 
Criminal Division in R v Muhamad [2002] EWCA Crim 1856 [2003] QB 
1031.  

 
15. In Muhamad’s case Dyson LJ gave the judgment of the court. He stated (at 

[14] – [16]) in relation to an offence under section 362 of the 
Insolvency Act 1986 for which the maximum sentence was two years 
imprisonment, that in considering the strength of the presumption and whether 
it would be rebutted one has to have regard to the seriousness of the offence. 
“[T]he more serious the offence, the greater is the weight that is to be attached 
to the presumption”. Of the offence under section 362, the court (at [16]) 
stated that the two year maximum sentence indicated “Parliament considered 
this to be an offence of some significance, but not one of the utmost 
seriousness.” 

 
16. The court also stated that indication was not surprising because it did not 

believe that great stigma attached to a conviction. In those circumstances it 
was not a particularly serious offence and, as to the presumption, (at [16]) "in 
our judgment it can readily be displaced".  In Cogley v Sherwood the 
Divisional Court considered equivalent provisions to section 45 applicable to 
the Metropolitan Police Area contained in the 
Metropolitan Public Carriage Act 1869.  Donovan J stated at 328:  

 
"The purpose of the Act was clearly to exercise 
control over those vehicles so as to ensure a proper 
standard of safety and cleanliness...” (see also 
Salmon J at 331.) 

 



17. The context in which the observations in Cogley v Sherwood were made was a 
situation in which clients made bookings in an office at an airport and were 
then taken from the office to the place where cars (which appeared to be 
private cars), and their drivers, whose uniforms were similar to those worn by 
private chauffeurs, were waiting.  One such standing place was on a road to 
which the public had access.  It was held that the cars were not exhibited as 
available for hire because they did not have the appearance of being available 
for hire and thus the cars were not plying for hire within the meaning of the 
Act.  That case was, as far as the vehicles were concerned, primarily 
concerned with their appearance rather than with anything that the drivers did 
or said.  It was also concerned with what the proprietor of the vehicles did.  
Did he send the vehicle to a place for the purpose of picking up passengers or 
did he, as the court found, take passengers who had engaged him in the office 
to the vehicles so they could be transported to the places to which they had 
arranged to be transported? 

 
18. Mr Mills gains support from that decision only in respect of the purpose of the 

statutory provision.  What it is important to note is that Lord Parker CJ ([1959] 
QB 323 – 324) stated that the question whether a particular vehicle is plying 
for hire is "largely one of degree and therefore of fact" and therefore has to be 
approached "by considering whether there was evidence to support the 
magistrates' finding".  That aspect of the case was applied by Maurice Kay J, 
as he then was, sitting as a single judge in a similar case to this: Chorley BC v 
Thomas [2001] EWHC (Admin) 570 at [7].  There is another reason urged on 
me by Mr de Mello for regarding the significance of Cogley v Sherwood as 
limited. This is because section 7 of the 1869 Act, which was under 
consideration, was said (see page 330) to involve looking at what the vehicle 
is doing whereas in the case of section 45 of the 1847 Act what is required is 
that a "person be found … plying for hire". This is so, although, as Mr Mills 
observed in reply, and is seen from the facts of the Woodings case to which I 
turn, plying can take place in an instant 

 
19. In Nottingham City Council v Woodings the question stated for the decision of 

the court was:  
 

“Does the driver of a marked minicab whose vehicle 
is not a licensed hackney carriage ply for hire, 
within the meaning of the Town Police Clauses Act 
1847, if he, without more, is approached by a 
member of the public and then enters into and/or 
concludes negotiations for the hire of the vehicle?'” 

 
20. The court answered this question in the affirmative.  Mr Mills submitted it 

follows from this decision that, in order to be convicted of plying, it need only 
be established that the driver of a marked minicab is approached by a member 
of the public who then enters into and/or concludes negotiations for the hire of 
the vehicle. He argued that the fact that the driver is under a mistake of fact 
and believes that the member of the public is the person who has booked the 
private hire vehicle is irrelevant to conviction and only relevant to sentence. 

 



21. There is, however, an important distinction between Woodings’ case and the 
present case.  In that case the prospective passengers had asked the driver if he 
"was free to carry them" and he answered affirmatively.  In the present case 
the investigating officers did not ask that.  They only asked the driver to take 
them to Kingswinford.  In Woodings’ case there was no question of a 
bona fide mistake or any other sort of mistake on the part of the driver. 
Accordingly, that case does not assist Mr Mills in the submission that mistake 
is irrelevant to the disposition of a case such as this even if the offence is one 
of strict liability. 
 

22. It is noteworthy to observe, with reference to how quickly it is possible to 
engage in plying, that in Woodings’ case the driver of the car parked the car in 
the street in order to go to a public toilet.  The court stated that he was not 
plying for hire when he did that or when he came out of the toilet.  It was only 
when "having sat in the driver's seat, he told the prospective passengers that he 
was free to carry them" that  "bearing in mind where the car was and what the 
car looked like " he was plying for hire.  

 
23. I accept Mr De Mello's formulation of the principles stated in 

Nottingham City Council v Woodings:  
 

“(a) A carriage cannot accurately be said to ply for 
hire unless two conditions are satisfied.   
(1) There must be a soliciting or waiting to secure 
passengers by the driver or other person in control 
without any previous contract with them, and  
(2) The owner or person in control who is engaged 
or authorises the soliciting or waiting must be in 
possession of a carriage for which he is soliciting or 
waiting to obtain passengers: Sales v Lake [1922] 1 
KB 553;  
 
(b) A vehicle plies for hire if the person in control of 
the vehicle exhibits the vehicle and makes a present 
open offer to the public, an offer which can be 
accepted, for example, by a member of the public 
stepping into the vehicle: Cogley v Sherwood 
[1959] 2 QB 311, 331."   

 
24. It is suggested in paragraph 32 of Mr Mills' skeleton argument that if the 

plying for hire cannot occur in the instant of agreeing or negotiating a journey 
with people who are "in fact not a pre-booked fare " it would mean that private 
hire companies could easily cover such instances by private hire drivers 
simply "calling in a non-booked fare and it being entered in the journey logs".  
That would be an undoubted mischief, but I reject the submission that this is 
so in the present case because it goes behind the magistrates' findings of fact.  
It reflects the factual scenario in the Chorley case to which I have referred.  In 
that case it was only after a person who approached a private hire driver and 
asked if he was free and got into the vehicle that the driver contacted the base 
of his company to book the journey.  That is not this case. 



 
25. I have referred to Mr Mills' argument that a mistake of fact as to whether a 

person is a driver's fare is irrelevant and cannot afford the driver a defence. 
This argument does not sit altogether comfortably with the statements of 
Lord Parker CJ in Cogley v Sherwood and of Maurice Kay J in the Chorley 
case that the question whether a particular vehicle is plying for hire is largely 
one of degree and therefore of fact. The issue is whether the driver has 
committed the actus reus of section 45. The actus reus is "driving, standing or 
plying for hire with any carriage within the prescribed distance".  What the 
driver thought he was doing is relevant to whether he was "plying for hire".  
Moreover, logically on Mr Mills' submissions, the position would have been 
the same even if the driver had asked the two women who approached him 
whether they had booked and they said they had. He even considered, when 
asked, that this might be so if the driver had asked for their names.  In the 
language used in his skeleton arguments, those people would still be "people 
who are in fact not a pre-booked fare" and on his argument those questions by 
the driver and the answers given to him are relevant only to sentence.  But the 
question is surely whether, on the evidence before them, it was open to the 
magistrates in this case to find that the driver was not plying for hire. I have 
concluded that it was.  
 

26. I turn to ground 2.  Mr Mills submitted that the magistrates' conclusion that it 
would have been unreasonable to expect the driver to have made further 
inquiry of the fares given that their request matched the booking he was 
required to collect only five minutes earlier ignored what he described in 
paragraph 40 of his skeleton argument as a "credibility stretching 
coincidence".  This was that Mr Arif happened to be at the cinema 15 minutes 
before he was "apparently" radioed at 12.20 with a booking for a Jenny from 
the Showcase cinema to Kingswinford and that there just happened to be a 
booking which matched the journey which the officers asked for a few 
minutes later. 
 

27. Again, this comes close to going behind the facts found by the magistrates. 
The submission is that, since the purpose of the Section 45 offence is to 
protect members of the public, it was insufficient in law for the driver to rely 
on assumptions.  He was expected to take necessary steps to satisfy himself 
that he had the correct fare.  I also reject this submission.  The magistrates, 
having heard evidence which I have set out earlier in this judgment, concluded 
that the respondent was not plying for hire.  They were entitled to consider all 
the facts irrespective of the fact that the offence was one of strict liability.  
They were also entitled to take into account the driver’s purpose for being 
outside the Showcase cinema. They stated this was not to solicit or wait for 
passengers without any previous contract. They were also entitled to take 
account of the evidence of the booking records at ABC Taxis that there was a 
pre-booked fare for a woman wishing to travel to Kingswinford, and the other 
matters to which I have referred. 
 

28. For those reasons this appeal must be dismissed.  It is not necessary to 
consider Mr De Mello's written submissions based on the Human Rights Act 
1998. He submitted that, as a result of the operation of section 3 of the Human 



Rights Act, if section 45 has the effect for which Mr Mills contended, it should 
be read down so as to require the Crown to prove an absence of belief on the 
part of a respondent that he was not plying for hire.  If I had been compelled to 
find that that was the effect of section 45, I consider that there would have 
been force in Mr De Mello's submission. 
 

MR JUSTICE BEATSON: I am very grateful to both of you.   
 

MR DE MELLO: In which case we would ask for an  order that the appellant's 
appeal be dismissed.  The respondents have the benefit of legal representation.  
(inaudible) has the public funding taxation 
MR JUSTICE BEATSON :  Yes.  Mr Mills is there anything … That seems to 
be the appropriate order. 
 
MR MILLS: There are costs paid out of central funds. 
 
MR JUSTICE BEATSON :  Is it? 
 
MR DE MELLO : I don't know. 
 
MR JUSTICE BEATSON :  Can I ask … Forgive me for speaking over you 
Mr De Mello.  Having said that the other case would not be here before 11.15 I 
am just conscious, given … are you in a position to put the material in front of me 
as to whether there should be costs out of central funds or whether it should be the 
order that Mr De Mello …  
 
MR MILLS :  No I am not. 
 
MR JUSTICE BEATSON :  Well what I am going to ask is that the two of you 
put your heads together. If you can agree an order that is fine, if you cannot agree 
an order I... I think that Mr De Mello is right in this case but if you disagree a 
short written statement of your positions and then I will make a decision on the 
basis  of those submissions without troubling anybody to come 
 
MR MILLS :  Your Lordship allows a few days to make those submissions 
 
MR JUSTICE BEATSON :  Of course I would 
 
MR MILLS :  Thank you. 
 
MR JUSTICE BEATSON :  I would allow you to the end of the... no the end of 
the week is tomorrow, I will allow you until the middle of next week 
 
MR MILLS :  Wednesday. 
 
MR JUSTICE BEATSON :  Wednesday, is that practical? I mean it seems to me 
that it is more important that you should sort it out. 
 
MR MILLS :  Thank you very much.  Could I invite your Lordship to consider 
this, whether you had considered certifying that there is a question of general 



public importance in this case and that the question would be this. Is the defence 
of mistake available to a defendant on a charge plying for hire contrary to section 
45, because I respectfully submit that it is an important question both for taxi 
drivers to have clarity and certainty but also of the local authority's to know a) 
how their investigators should go about investigating and b) how they should 
consider the merits of pursuing a prosecution based on the facts before them. 
 
MR JUSTICE BEATSON :  Yes. Well the terms of my judgment are that a 
mistake as to intention is insufficient, that I was with you and there are very 
particular facts of this case.  What I am going to do and I am saying this without 
listening to Mr De Mello, who of course knows that I always listen to him before 
saying things but what I am going to do is to say that your written submissions 
should deal with that.  You should make your written submissions and I will 
decide that.  I must tell you that in gentle language you are not walking downhill 
you are probably walking uphill.  I see this case as turning very much on its facts 
and in a sense that part of your skeleton argument about people being able to post 
book but that is what it seems the council is worried about, but the Chorley case 
shows that courts will be alive to that so that unless there is some reason, some 
compelling reason, I have often changed my mind but I think it is right for you to 
know where I am coming from. 
 


